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52.2.1   Consecutive Roman Numerals   by Andrzej Bartz, Fuerth, Germany 
 
     I + II + III + IV + V + VI + VII + VIII + IX + X + XI + XII + 
       XIII + XIV + XV + XVI + XVII = CLIII  
 
52.2.2   Doubly True   by Andrzej Bartz, Fuerth, Germany 
 
     SEVEN + SEVEN – FIVE = (SIX – ONE – TWO)2  
       
52.2.3   Proverb – 1   by Andrzej Bartz, Fuerth, Germany 
 
   KEEP  x  YOUR  =  PROMISES 
   (Solve this one in base 12, please.)   
  
52.2.4   Proverb – 2   by Andrzej Bartz, Fuerth, Germany 
          ________ 
          ALL + √ ROADS  = LEAD + TO – ROME 
 
52.2.5   Perfect Square Nations – 1  by Paul Boymel, Potomac, Maryland 
  
        ( C U B A )2    =  E S T O N I A    
 
52.2.6   Perfect Square Nations – 2  by Paul Boymel, Potomac, Maryland 
 
    ( I R A Q )2    =   B U L G A R I A 
 
  
 
SOLUTIONS TO ALPHAMETICS, Vol. 52, Number 2 
 
52.2.1   Consecutive Roman Numerals   by Andrzej Bartz, Fuerth, Germany 
 
   5 + 55 + 555 + 57 + 7 + 75 + 755 + 7555 + 56 + 6 + 65 + 655 +  
   6555 + 657 + 67 + 675 + 6755 = 24555 
      
52.2.2   Doubly True   by Andrzej Bartz, Fuerth, Germany 
 
          34640 + 34640 – 8764 = (379 – 104 – 521)2 
 
52.2.3   Proverb – 1   by Andrzej Bartz, Fuerth, Germany 
 
     6332  x  4905  =  25987A3A 
 
52.2.4   Proverb – 2    by Andrzej Bartz, Fuerth, Germany 
          _____ 
         299 + √ 85264  =  9026 + 75 – 8510 
  
52.2.5 Perfect Square Nations - 1  by Paul Boymel, Potomac, Maryland 
 
          ( 2396 )2  =  5740816 
 
52.2.6   Perfect Square Nations - 2  by Paul Boymel, Potomac, Maryland 
 
          ( 9064 )2  =  82156096 
 
 
